Interior design and architecture
Think Eclectic
Piet Swimberghe & Jan Verlinde
-New book in the 'Think' series.
Think Vintage sold almost 10,000
copies
-With personal and informative
texts, based on interviews with
the inhabitants and the people
who created their interiors
-A unique source of inspiration
with photos of interiors that have
never been published before
The current dominant interior
style is surprisingly eclectic. In
this
book,
art
collectors,
architects,
designers
and
antiquarians
mastering
this
trend, allow us to enter their
private spaces. They mix different
styles to form a new unity,
combining old and new, sleek
and baroque. No sterile showrooms are shown here, but real houses, decorated by these
creative minds. The eclectic style does not have any rules and underlines the strong
individual character of the decorator.
Art historian Piet Swimberghe and photographer Jan Verlinde work for numerous
magazines such as Elle Living, Côté Ouest, MTC and Weekend Knack. They have produced
books on architecture, design and interiors and written many articles for European interior
magazines.
By the same authors: Inspiring Interiors ISBN: 9789401409858, Living Rooms ISBN:
9789401404273, Quiet Living ISBN: 9789020992021, Think Vintage ISBN: 9789401419970.
Also available
Think Vintage
9789401419970

Think Eclectic
290 x 230 mm | 208 pages | hard cover
3-language edition: English, French, Dutch
ISBN: 9789401427951| Price: € 39.99
October 2015
Kasteelstraat 97 | B-8700 Tielt | Belgium
T: 0032-51424211 | F: 0032-51401152
www.lannoo.com |contact: gunther.spriet@lannoo.be

Interior design and architecture
Flamant. Interior Portraits
Flamant
-With contributions by interior
architects, decorators and chief
editors of Ideat, Vogue, Wallpaper*
-A magnificent coffee table book
with a luxurious finishing
-Experience the warm family style of
Flamant
The previous Flamant books
'Flamant Style', and 'Home Interiors'
sold very well across the world.
Flamant is a very well-known and
respected brand, with its own stores
in Belgium, France, Germany and
Italy and dealers worldwide. The
warm encounter of the classical and
the modern, authenticity and luxury,
defines the Flamant signature.
Classical forms, natural materials
and craftsmanship are combined
and form a modern design. This
philosophy forms the base of their international recognition and popularity. This prestigious
book shows the diversity of styles Flamant has to offer, from classic and rustic to vintage and
contemporary city design.
Flamant is one of the most respected Belgian interior companies with a 30 year history.
Since 2007 they have continuously been a royal warrant holder for the Belgian royal family.

Flamant. Interior Portraits
370 x 300 mm | 400 pages | hard cover
3-language edition: English, French, Dutch
ISBN: 9789401427975| Price: € 99.00
October 2015
Kasteelstraat 97 | B-8700 Tielt | Belgium
T: 0032-51424211 | F: 0032-51401152
www.lannoo.com |contact: gunther.spriet@lannoo.be

Interior design and architecture
Crepain Binst Architecture X05 24/24
Contemporary and future contents
Luc Binst
-This is the Architectural Manifest of Luc
Binst. It celebrates and showcases 10 years
of Crepain Binst Architecture in Antwerp,
featuring houses, public spaces, objects, etc.
Crepain Binst Architecture celebrates its
tenth birthday with an atypical but
impressive book that's an overview of the
last decade. It's a mission statement for the
future - by the agency but also by the
architecture itself.
Everything is architecture. 24/7, discipline
determines our lives. That's the message Luc
Binst, the CEO of Crepain Binst Architecture,
wants to share with the world, with Crepain
Binst Architecture X05 24/24.
In 2005, he started his own agency, together
with Jo Crepain. Ten years and as many as
550 (!) projects later, Luc looks back and
ahead with a 'state of the union' of
architecture. He focuses on themes such as
durability and interdisciplinarity.
Also available:

Luc Binst is CEO of Crepain Binst Architecture. With his agency, he has received numerous
awards, including the prestigious 'Lensvelt de Architect Interieurprijs 2006', for the design of
his own home in Humbeek (Belgium).

Crepain Binst Architecture X05 24/24
240 x 320 mm | 384 pages | hard cover
English edition
ISBN: 9789401430890 | Price: € 55.00
December 2015
Kasteelstraat 97 | B-8700 Tielt | Belgium
T: 0032-51424211 | F: 0032-51401152
www.lannoo.com |contact: gunther.spriet@lannoo.be

Interior design and architecture
Elements Europe
The European Council and the Council of the European Union
Jean Attali & Philippe Samyn
-A monograph about the new
building for the European Council a building destined to represent the
executive branch of Europe
-A must-have book for every
architect and lover of architecture
Philippe Samyn, architect and
engineer, created with this building
for the European Council an
architectural masterpiece. Clever in
its entirety and in every detail, in its
iconic functions, and in its decorum,
it perfectly reflects the aura of
power that the 28 members of the
European Union share together. In
addition to Jean Attali and Philippe
Samyn's view on the building
phases, this book also includes the
overall picture of the project. All the
phases of the building process as
well as the facilities are dealt with.
Jean Attali, PhD in Philosophy, teaches Urban Development at the Ecole nationale
supérieure d'architecture Paris-Malaquais.
Philippe Samyn is a civil engineer, architect and town planner with a PhD in Applied
Sciences. He founded Philippe SAMYN & PARTNERS, architects and engineers, in 1980.

Also available
Europa
ISBN 9789401414494

Elements Europe
290 x 240 mm | 256 pages | hard cover
English edition
ISBN: 9782873869458 | Price: € 39.99
December 2015
Kasteelstraat 97 | B-8700 Tielt | Belgium
T: 0032-51424211 | F: 0032-51401152
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Interior design and architecture
Piet Boon. Touched
Piet Boon Studio
-Refined sophistication by award-winning
design practice Piet Boon
-New title by a very successful team. Piet
Boon Studio is still gaining attention
worldwide and is commissioned for different
prestigious projects around the globe.
In this 5th publication, Boon shows us his
new international projects, including
astonishing apartments in the heart of New
York.
Piet Boon and his studio have the ability to
perfectly balance functionality, aesthetics
and individuality.
Studio Piet Boon is an internationally
acclaimed design studio recognized for
industry-leading its collaborative and
versatile design services as is shown in the acclaimed restaurant The Jane in Antwerp,
Belgium, his resort in Aruba, chalets in Switzerland or a villa in Amsterdam. Piet Boon
started his career as a carpenter. Now the international Studio Piet Boon team caters
architecture, interior, styling and product design specialists operate in both private and
corporate environments around the world – from the Dutch headquarters as well as from
offices in New York, Milan and Hong Kong.

Piet Boon 1: 9789089896056
Piet Boon 2: 9789058974679
Piet Boon 3: 9789089894656
Piet Boon Styling by Karin Meyn: 9789089895455

Piet Boon. Touched
350 x 280 mm | 288 pages | hard cover
2-language edition: English, Dutch
ISBN: 9789089896629 | Price: € 69.99
January 2016
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Interior design and architecture
Edward van Vliet

-Creating worlds within worlds.
-Edward van Vliet is an international design company specialized in conceptual interior and
product design for the corporate sector. The company has a strong focus on hospitality,
urban residential, and office sectors. With proven expertise in design and consumer
behaviour, Edward van Vliet throws down the gauntlet to the status quo, bringing a fresh
mindset to the process of destination design. Specialized in designing premium tailored
experiences and products for leading brands, Edward van Vliet delivers unique concepts
worldwide which are consistent with the location, culture, and experience desired
Trademark design with international appeal. Working hand in hand with leading global
brands.
-Out of the box, pertinent thinking, delivers bespoke destination design

Part of the contemporary Dutch designers generation, [Studio] Edward van Vliet has
promptly claimed the international spotlight. A global client base is serviced from its creative
home in Amsterdam, with company flags also flying from Hong Kong and New York.

290 x 240 mm | 280 pages | hard cover
Foreword in English, Arabic, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese
ISBN: 9789089896162| Price: € 59.50
November 2014
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Interior design and architecture
Kolenik
Eco Chic Design

- Robert Kolenik represents the new generation of Dutch designers. His style can best be
described as 'sophisticated opulence'.
- Kolenik's style can be defined by the delicate, tasteful and surprising mix of natural and
luxurious materials, resulting in a unique design. Together with a group of dedicated
architects and designers, Kolenik is responsable for a variety of projects, corporate and
private, product design and a furniture line. This book shows his top projects and vision on
design. With his inspiring work, Kolenik has created a new vision on design.
- Kolenik is conquering the international world of design. He is famous for designing the
Amsterdam Fletcher Hotel and known for his eco-chic style.

After having studied marketing, Robert Kolenik (32) took over his father's company in 2005
and established 'Kolenik Eco Chic Design'. His first assignment as a designer was for a cocktail
bar in 2008. Despite the economical crisis, his reputation increased. Kolenik is co-founder of
the 'Plastic Soup Foundation Junior', a project to educate children on the pollution of the
environment and the oceans by means of plastic

330 x 330 mm | 280 pages | hard cover
English/Dutch edition
ISBN: 9789089896131| Price: € 59.95
November 2014
Kasteelstraat 97 | B-8700 Tielt | Belgium
T: 0032-51424211 | F: 0032-51401152
www.lannoo.com |contact: gunther.spriet@lannoo.be

Interior design and architecture
Think! Vintage
Piet Swimberghe/Jan Verlinde

- Discover the most beautiful vintage interiors
-Piet Swimberghe and Jan Verlinde guide you through the most beautiful vintage interiors.
'Vintage' is perceived in a different way by different people, creating a unique diversity of
ideas and concepts. With photos of never before published interiors. Art collectors,
designers, architects and antique dealers open their homes to show interiors where old and
new are combined. Rediscover design from the past and the stories on how these interiors
are composed.
- First book in a new series: Think Rural (2015), Think Baroque (2015). Interiors that have
never been photographed before.

Art historian Piet Swimberghe and photographer Jan Verlinde work for numerous magazines
such as Elle Living, Coté Ouest, MTC and Weekend Knack. They have produced books on
architecture, design and interiors and written many articles for European interior magazines.

280 x 230 mm | 208 pages | hard cover
English/Dutch/French edition
ISBN: 9789401419970 | Price: € 39.99
November

2014
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Interior design and architecture
Be Inspired. Design Colouring Book
Eijffinger

- A new trend: colouring books for adults. With patterns by famous Dutch designers
- The colouring plates in this book are based on the patterns and designs of Eijffinger. Each
coloured plate can be listed. Colouring for adults is a new trend. Eijffinger's wallpaper and
fabrics are a landmark in the world of interior design: decorating worlds. The company has
selected the best patterns for this book: with themes such as romance, nostalgia, nature,
exotism, vintage and retro, you can continuously create another atmosphere. Start colouring
and feel the inspiration!
- Dutch designers show what you can do with patterns. This book contains some coloured
patterns for inspiration
Founded in 1875 Eijffinger has become an internationally operating converter in
wallcoverings and fabrics. Eijffinger started trading in The Hague where interior products
such as wallpaper and trimmings were delivered to the upper class. Soon the combination of
unique wallpaper designs, reliable service, exceptional quality and broad distribution in
Holland resulted into an impressive market share. During the last 135 years Eijffinger has
survived world wars, various economic crises and the rise of do-it-yourself markets.
Throughout, Eijffinger has continuously developed exclusive and surprising collections which
provide a distinct and characteristic interior decoration for each individual. In Eijffinger’s
own creative studio the best industrial designers develop new wallpaper and fabric
collections. Therefore, Eijffinger is leader in the world of interior decor. Eijffinger’s creativity
and innovation in design, colour and materials has been a major strength, so its products
are now available in more than 90 countries.

270 x 210 mm | 112 pages | paperback
English/Dutch/French edition
ISBN: 9789089896247 | Price: € 14.95
October 2014
Kasteelstraat 97 | B-8700 Tielt | Belgium
T: 0032-51424211 | F: 0032-51401152
www.lannoo.com |contact: gunther.spriet@lannoo.be

Interior design and architecture
Inspiring Interiors

-The most beautiful interiors according to Piet Swimberghe and Jan Verlinde, bundled in one
large volume.
-For years, Swimberghe and Verlinde have been travelling around Europe looking for unique,
inspiring and original interiors. Sometimes contemporary interiors, sometimes artistic,
sometimes country style.
-Inspiring Interiors presents a collection of the most personal and astonishing interiors from
all the books they have made until now (Vlaamse Stijl, Landelijke Stijl, Interiors Country City,
Vintage Style, Quiet Living, Living Rooms,…).
-A big sized gift book and a source of inspiration for all those willing to discover interiors off
the beaten track.

243 x 305 mm | 450 pages | bound
English/French/Dutch edition | +400 colour illustrations
ISBN: 9789401409858 | Price: € 49.99
October 2013
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Interior design and architecture
Chalets & Hotels

-A selection of 40 very luxurious hotels and chalets in the French mountains.
-Discover the history, interiors and surroundings of these stylish, dazzling hideaways.
-Spectacular sceneries, stunning mountain views and state of the art interiors.
-This book is all about charm and luxury and adds a new dimension to “living as God in
France”.
Laurent Brandajs is specialized in architectural and interior design photography. He worked
for many international publishers and his photographs regularly appear in magazines world
wide. For Luxury Hotels and Chalets, he spent a lot of time in France, looking for the best
mountain chalets and photographing them in the best possible circumstances.
Philippe Coulée is a journalist at Paris Match, Le Soir and Roularta Media Group. He is
specialized in writing about building trends, urban planning and real estate projects.

250 x 290 mm |336 pages | bound with linen band
English/French edition | +300colour illustrations
ISBN: 9782873868451 | Price: € 59.99
November 2013
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Interior design and architecture

Osiris Hertman
Ivo Weyel

Osiris Hertman graduated from the Design Academy Eindhoven, having studied under
Lidewij Edelkoort. He started his career working for Ulf Moritz and later for Marcel
Wanders. His background in product design is reflected in his passion for customizing
each project. Osiris is an all-round designer who’s been pushing the boundaries of
design since he opened his studio in 1997. Over the last 15 years Osiris has proven
himself to be an all-round designer. Started as a furniture designer, soon came interiors,
home accessories and even hand crafted silver jewelry for the renowned lifestyle brand
Buddha to Buddha. His background in product design is reflected in each of his interiors
by the great amount of detailing and customized objects. Osiris travels all across the
world to find unique and beautiful materials. The major part of all design pieces are
made by hand and encapsulate his ideology for elegance, beauty and craftsmanship.
Often together with those same craftsmen he creates the customized furniture that
makes an Osiris Hertman interior unique.
320 x 300 mm | 216 pages | bound, with luxury finishing
English, Dutch, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Arab edition | +200 colour illustrations
ISBN: 9789089895820 | Price: € 59.99
October 2013
Kasteelstraat 97 | B-8700 Tielt | Belgium
T: 0032-51424211 | F: 0032-51401152
www.lannoo.com |contact: gunther.spriet@lannoo.be

Interior design and architecture
Eric Kuster XIV

-Eric Kuster has been in business for 14 years: 14 years full of spectacular interiors for the
international jet set
-An unknown luxurious book: grand and compelling
This book shows Eric Kuster’s newest international projects and provides the reader with a
fascinating look behind the scenes of the lives of the happy few. A lot of trendy places &
people and always state of the art.
Kuster’s interiors are a combination of refined designs, stylish glamour and a meticulous
attention for the smallest detail. This books takes the reader on a voyage to the unique
world of Eric Kuster, from Ibiza to Thailand and from Moscow to LA.
Most recently Eric Kuster opened showrooms in Amsterdam, Dubai and Moscow, with Egypt
and Slovenia soon to follow. His first monobrand store, offering turnkey services as well as
his furniture and textile range, opened late 2009 on the Spanish island of Ibiza.
Also available: Metropolitan Luxury 2
290 x 350 mm | 400 pages | bound | colourguilding bronze
English/Dutch/Russian | +300 photographs
ISBN: 9789089895912 | Price: € 99.99
November 2013
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Interior design and architecture
Bob Manders. Architecture & Interiors

-Unique combination of architecture and interior design: with one total concept he designs
everything
-With floor plans of each project
-This book shows the works by Bob Manders Architects. 8 new projects in the Netherlands
and Flanders. These projects are complete: both the design of the building and the interior.
Bob Manders will contain floor plans of all projects, giving the reader a very complete
overview of each creation. Bob Manders will also give his vision on architecture and design
in this book.
Bob Manders is an architect who wants to challenge people to use all senses when it comes
to architecture, nature and life. His minimalistic designs are a sublime combination of
traditional and modern living.

280 x 320 mm | 192 pages | bound
English/Dutch | +180 photographs
ISBN: 9789089895882| Price: € 49.99
October 2013
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Interior design and architecture
Wooden dreams
In landscape & garden
Ivo Pauwels & Dominique Van Huffel

- Discover the unique oakframed outbuildings of Heritage Buildings in this inspirational
book
- The poolhouses, carports, garages, ateliers, outside offices and guest rooms in this
book are -although classically built- very modern. They are wooden dreams testifying
craftsmanship. They blend in the landscape and garden and thus form the landscape.
- New title in the successful series on oakframed outbuildings
- Ivo Pauwels has written over 50 books on landscaping and gardening. Dominique Van
Huffel is specialised in photographing landscapes

250 x 300 mm | 176 pages | hard cover
English/Dutch/French/German edition
ISBN: 9789401412018 | Price: € 49.99
November 2013
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